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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Email: chat@cryptoquestion.tech 
Website: www.cryptoquestion.tech 
 

Cryptocurrency is going mainstream with the help of CryptoQuestion 

 

CryptoQuestion is a new service aimed at the beginner entering the cryptocurrency market.  

 

CryptoQuestion believes there is an urgent need for their platform particularly with the likes of 

Robinhood and PayPal entering the crypto market and attracting novice investors in record 

numbers. These investors are all in need of independent unbiased information. There is a serious 

lack of information in the cryptocurrency market and the data that does exist is often provided 

by people or firms with vested interests.   

 

CryptoQuestion is a platform that offers two distinct but interrelated services.  

 

Firstly, CryptoQuestion offers a question and answer service which is manned by a team of 

cryptocurrency experts - not bots. You can ask them any crypto related question. They do not 

however provide financial advice.  Their commitment is to respond within one hour. 

 

Secondly, the platform provides a number of resources for free, from online courses to reports, 

ebooks and a monthly news bulletin. 

 

To access any of these resources all you will need to provide is your email address. 

 

Unlike platforms such as Coursera, Udemy and Skillshare that charge for their courses all 

CryptoQuestion’s courses are free. The first course featured on their platform is ‘Serious 
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Cryptocurrency - From Beginner to Pro.’ This will be followed by many other courses and How To 

videos.  

 

CryptoQuestion will feature a designated area for users to access the very latest reports and 

ebooks covering subjects from trading for beginners to decentralized finance, from starting your 

own cryptocurrency to the decentralized storage market. Their first co-published book ‘All You 

Need To Know About… Cryptocurrency’ is currently available for free download. 

 

CryptoQuestion recognizes that because this market moves like no other that information is out 

of date the day it is published. Many searches bring up results that are over a year old, sometimes 

two or three. CryptoQuestion provides you with real time information saving you both the time 

and hassle of searching Google and YouTube only to be disappointed or left feeling confused. 

CryptoQuestion is focused on releasing independent unbiased information. 

 

And this is where CryptoQuestion’s question and answer service shines. If you ever have a 

question arising from a course, a news bulletin or a book you can obtain a quick answer. No 

judgement! 

 

CryptoQuestion’s spokesperson said: 

‘Despite Bitcoin and cryptocurrency becoming more mainstream the cryptocurrency market is 

still the wild wild west. The majority of exchanges are unregulated and based in tin pot 

jurisdictions with no mainstream banking arrangements. You also have many pump and dump 

merchants lurking on platforms like Twitter and Reddit. CryptoQuestion aims to be the home for 

all your crypto educational needs, where users can confidently receive unbiased answers to their 

questions and educational material to help them improve their understanding of this rapidly 

moving market. Much of this information is available on the internet so why pay?’ 

 

For more information, please contact CryptoQuestion at chat@cryptoquestion.tech.  


